
The Girl with the Particle-Board Vagina 

By Pfc Jay Robbins 

 It was the third stall from the back, my only source of privacy.  The modified connex we 

called a latrine could even be used as a sauna nine months out of the year- just sit on the pot and 

sweat.  That, combined with a half-mile round-trip hike just to get there, made for quite the 

exercise.  But what could you do?  It was poor form to hike your dress up and shit outside like a 

Bedouin. 

 The third stall from the back, there were many like it, but that one was mine.  My starter 

home, Zen garden, and Fortress of Solitude; it had something the other wooden stalls didn’t.  

Sure, at times I would use another, but only out of necessity.  And yes, the other stalls would 

suffice in a pinch.  Stall One had a quote that rang true for many soldiers: 

“I SHOULD HAVE TAKEN THE BLUE PILL”  

It also had numbers criss-crossing all around the stall stating the number of days left before 

rotating home.  The higher numbered days seemed to be etched with anger and resentment, the 

grooves deeper than the lower numbered days written with relief and joy.  The final “0 days left” 

mark, although a relief for the writer, was salt to the wound of the reader with many months left 

on his tour.  

280 days left          219 days left       136days left      88 days left                            37 days left    

12days left    

0 DAYS LEFT HAHA                 FUCK YOU 

 The second stall let me know who was better-than-average at the act of fellatio, in so 

many words: 

“CPT BROOKS SMOKES POLE”  
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“Davidson gives great head.” 

 Stall Four had a running tally of which unit was the most homosexual, although Perry 

didn’t know what testing standard could be applied to find that out: 

“1/163RD ARE A BUNCHA FUDGE PACKERS” 

“777th loves the cock” 

“Sodamy puts the ‘scream’ in Screaming Eagles” 

Despite the vulgarity, the partition served as a historical record of the units that had crossed paths 

going almost back to the invasion.  And if tempted to look down on the lowly soldier due to 

chronic misspellings, remember that there is no such thing as a shithouse spell-checker. 

 Those stalls distracted my brain from the miserable heat for fifteen-minute intervals, but 

they didn’t bring the calm for which I daily strived.  It was the third stall from the back that 

brought me real solace.  Someone had sketched a beautiful bare maiden into the soft wooden 

barrier.  She was exquisite.  I would follow her deep curves with my eyes, but never my finger, 

for that would cheapen her stoic grace.  For weeks I would go to that special stall, not to sate a 

physical need but rather for a mental release.  I swear on my honor I never used her for that.  She 

was a virgin, a symbol for purity.  She knew nothing of the pain going on outside her flimsy 

living space, and I wanted her to remain ignorant of this world. 

 It was bound to happen; I made my daily Haj to that special shrine, and noticed a 

depression had formed on her nether-parts.  Trespassers had entered my stall and violated my 

woman.  She no longer held carnal innocence.  I was still enamored with her, but she was 
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different now.  As the weeks went by, more and more heathens had jammed their pens into her 

depression.  I wasn’t upset with her, of course, as this was a war zone; she did what she had to do 

to get through each day.  She couldn’t stop them from doing what they did.  The hole continued 

to deepen and widen with each visit.  Her beauty had faded a little more with each ravishing.  

Then the day finally came that someone stuck his pen all the way through her, leaving a gaping 

hole in the partition.  Perry still visited, but really, it was just to remind him of who she once 

was. 

 That once-innocent girl had been violated, but in some way it made her seem more stoic.  

I swear her chin was raised slightly, and her gaze was more piercing, as if she was saying, “You 

haven’t broken me.”  She was going to be OK, or at least I thought so.  I convinced myself that 

she too had a means of escape.  Maybe there was an image across the stall she found beautiful, 

that she gazed upon as she endured the daily line of soldiers. 

 One miserable day the third stall from the back became a crime scene.  I was filled with 

horror and disgust.  Some bastard, some yellow dirty rotten sonofabitch had done the absolute 

unthinkable.  He had drawn a disproportionately large penis on her.  Perry could accept a tainted 

maiden, but a chick with a dick was going too damned far! 

 

There was a place I would no longer visit. 

It was the third stall from the back. 

 

      

 


